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Update: Don’t miss the adventures!
We  are  making  a  book  of  adventures  that  feature  these
characters and demonstrate how to use them respectfully in a
roleplaying game. Follow the Kickstarter to get notified when
it launches for an early backer bonus adventure!

And sign up for The Dragon’s Hoard to get weekly inclusive
gaming updates, discounts, free gifts, and more in your inbox!

We are making history!

What if your fantasy RPG world included disabled people,
just like the real world?
What  if  that  disability  representation  went  beyond
wheelchairs and pirates?

We’re  creating  the  largest,  most  diverse  line  of  disabled
fantasy miniatures ever made with 5e stat blocks and cards,
which launched in a Kickstarter campaign on May 2, 2023.

https://wyrmworkspublishing.com/disabled-fantasy-3d-miniatures-the-most-diverse-ever/
https://wyrmworkspublishing.com/disabled-fantasy-3d-miniatures-the-most-diverse-ever/
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/wyrmworkspublishing/limitless-champions-adventures-for-dandd-5e?ref=1af3yj
http://wyrmworkspublishing.com/enter-the-dragons-hoard/
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/wyrmworkspublishing/limitless-champions-disabled-dandd-5e-npc-cards-and-miniatures?ref=1rl1eb


Limitless  Champions  will  make  history  as  the  largest,  most
diverse  collection  of  disabled  fantasy  game  miniatures  ever
created.

Backers at Silver or higher within the first 48 hours get a
free alternate STL of Rohna Ginnsley, a bard who uses her
multi-armed wheelchair for assistance! (Available to others as
an add-on)
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Alopecia Areata
Amputation
Anxiety/Panic Disorder (represented by a fidget, grounding
device, and emotional comfort animal)
Arthritis
Blindness
Cerebral Palsy
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (Myalgic Encephalomyelitis)
Down Syndrome
Dwarfism (Diastrophic Dysplasia)
Ectrodactyly
Fibromyalgia

http://wyrmworkspublishing.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/Rohna-Ginnsley-rotating-figure.gif


Face Differences (Treacher Collins syndrome, Cleft Palate)
Multiple Sclerosis
Quadriplegia

Each character includes:

5e Stat block
Background & Personality
Full color character art
Miniature (Choice of STL, pre-printed mini)
Plot hooks for inclusion in your game

Also included:

Condition markers accessible to visually impaired gamers
Wooden chests with custom artwork
Digital Planner stickers & VTT Tokens (Stretch Goal)
Service Animals (Stretch Goals)

The character collection follows accessibility principles for
maximum readability (dyslexia, colorblindness, etc.) and will be
available in multiple formats: PDF, ePub, txt, audio, and it
will be included in Lair format for all subscribers.

Wyrmworks Publishing prioritizes hiring disabled, neurodiverse,
and  mentally  ill  creators  for  all  of  our  projects,  and
characters  on  this  project  are  based  on  a  combination  of
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research and conversations from previous projects, real-world
people  who  commissioned  characters  based  on  themselves,  and
consultation  with  therapists,  advocacy  professionals,  people
whose experiences are represented here, and before the final
sensitivity reading and edit, besides playtesting, we will send
the  manuscript  to  backers  who  are  represented  here  for
additional  feedback.

Missed the Campaign?
All of the pieces are available in our store:

Check out the whole collection

http://wyrmworkspublishing.com/product-category/project/limitless-champions/

